Company Introduction
We are one of the most well-managed PCB manufacturer in China. From FR4 rigid PCB to FPC and rigid-flex PCB, from standard PCB to HDI and automotive PCB, Chee Mau can always deliver the best quality to our global industrial customers.

In 2018, Chee Mau has produced 1.5 million square meters PCB, each board is making contribution to human health, space exploring, industrial management, consumer tech, etc. All in all, a better life that we deserve.

It's never too late to find us as your PCB manufacturer, no matter you are in Los Angeles or New York, London or Munich, Moscow or Singapore, write your inquiry and send to us, believe it or not, you light up our sky every time.

Find More
Products and Service
Standard Rigid PCB

- Layers: 2 ~ 24
- Material: FR4 Normal/Middle/High Tg, High Frequency Laminate..
- Board thickness: 0.15 ~ 3.2mm
- Copper thickness: 1/3 ~ 6oz
- Application: Medical, Home appliance, automotive, aerospace, industrial control and nearly all types of electronics.
FPC and Rigid-Flex PCB

• Layers: 1 ~ 6
• Material: FR4, PI plus stiffener
• Board thickness: 0.05 ~ 0.6 mm
• Copper thickness: 1/3 ~ 3oz
• Application: Automotive, Medical, Aerospace, Telecommunication, smart furniture, etc.
PCB Assembly

- Dimension: 50*40*0.38 ~ 600*400*4.2mm
- Weight: 1.8kgs (Max.)
- Special Dim.: 1200*400*4.2mm
- Surface Finish: HAL, OSP, Immersion Gold, Flash Gold, etc.

Check our industries and customers
Advantages
Full scale capabilities

No customer will be happy to hear “sorry your PCB is beyond our capability”, we understand that thus we continue to build our PCB capability all the time.

By invest two famous and well managed PCB factories we are already to say “yes” to 95%+ of the PCB needs from each different industries.

Quality underneath

PCB industry, a factory can be only 20 persons to thousands of persons. Depending on their equipment, materials and management, quality differs from each other even a simple board.

At Chee Mau we use always the upper level materials, using the most advanced equipment, plus a fine management system (ISO and UL certified), we consistently offer our customer long durable PCBs.
No tricks

For international trade, people are hard to meet their supplier face to face, then we can not stress how important it is for honesty—especially at SMT field.

We guarantee 100% of the components we use for customer are genuine, brand new and real specification. No grey area, no fake and no compromise.

Unchallenged Sourcing channel

At SMT industry, one important advantage is your sourcing channel, with 15+ years of history, our SMT factory has unchallenged sources on component buying.

And for these years, we have established a success proven regulations on our vendor control system, we can always ensure the quality of all incoming materials while at competitive pricing.
Pay Later

For most of our customers, we can provide NET 30 days payment term range from 20% ~ 100%, normally for PCB and assembly labor it is okay, but for components we will require prepayment as we pay in advance.

Real Time Communication

We keep a good habit, letting our customers know what is the status of their order regularly, and for any of the inquiry from customer, we will respond as quickly as we can.

Cost saving shipping

Shipping by different method will result in difference shipping cost, we are the start of China-Russia international cargo train, if we have regular shipping to use train will save a lot of cost.

Everything Insurance

At Chee Mau we buy insurance for every shipment at our own expenses, to ensure customer’s products are perfectly protected physically and virtually.
Facts of 2018

- Revenue: 10M US Dollars
- Customer: 700+
- Factories: Three
- Employee: 30 at Head Office, more than 1000+ including factories
- Markets: Abroad (100%)
  - Europe: 73%
  - North America: 22%
  - Asia and others: 5%
Manufacturing Plants

NO.3606, Floor 36, Tower C, Parkview plaza, NO. 500 Middle Section Tianfu Avenue, Wuhou district, Chengdu, Sichuan, China.
Locations

- Head office in Chengdu for sales, development and management.
- Rigid PCB factory in Suinning for 2~24 layers production
- HDI PCB factory in Huizhou for HDI/Automotive PCB production
- SMT factory in Shenzhen for PCB Assembly
Key Facts

- Area: 46802 sqm
- Employee: 846
- Monthly Capacity: 100,000 sqm
- Main products: Rigid PCB from 2~24 layers, standard, automotive PCB, Thick copper, Half-Drill, High-frequency, etc.
Key Facts

- Area: 32245sqm
- Employee: 646
- Monthly Capacity: 40000 sqm
- Main products: HDI PCB up to 3+N+3, Automotive PCB

HDI PCB Plant
SMT/DIP Plant

Key Facts

- Area: 14000 sqm
- Employee: 300
- Daily Capacity: 280,000 dots
- Main service: PCB Assembly, component sourcing

NO.3606, Floor 36, Tower C, Parkview plaza, NO. 500 Middle Section Tianfu Avenue, Wuhou district, Chengdu, Sichuan, China.
All of our factories are certified with

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO/TS 16949

www.cheemau.com info@cheemau.com +86-28-6256-1907
NO.3606, Floor 36, Tower C, Parkview plaza, NO. 500 Middle Section Tianfu Avenue, Wuhou district, Chengdu, Sichuan, China.
Thank you!

For being with Chee Mau